This Is My Squad (TIMS)

**THE LEADER OF A SQUAD**

- Highly Trained & Ready
- Cohesive
- Disciplined
- Physically Fit

**The Leader of a Squad is the most influential leader to a Squad Member**

- The Squad is only as strong as the Faith that Soldiers have in the Leader of a Squad

**Display competencies and actively influence Squad Members to perform to their fullest potential**

- Set the culture within the Squad
- Identify Risk and Stressors of Squad Members
- Connect Risk and Stressors to the appropriate assistance
- Find commonalities within their Squad and build the Team using those commonalities

- Listen and understand their Squad Members
- Show compassion and empathy
- Show a positive future for Squad Members
This Is My Squad (TIMS)

This is my squad

The squad that is
Trained
Fit
Cohesive
Disciplined
Positive
Ready

Will see a decrease in
Sex Harassment
Sex Assault
Suicide
Racism
Domestic Issues
Alcohol Incidents
Safety Incidents
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